Results o-f calculations for the electronic and magnetic properties of transition-metal surfaces, interfaces and over layers are presented for a variety of systems. They involve Ni, Co, Fe and Cr in a diversity of forms, including alloys, metastable configurations, and over layers on non-magnetic metals. The overall behavior of these systems can be Pace 2 interpreted in terms of -four qualitative rules which are presented, analyzed, and illustrated.
Paoe 4 surface has four missing nearest neighbors as compared with a bulk atom.
As a consequence the projected density-of-states bandwidth in such a surface atom is much narrower. The surface atom has an enhanced sDin polarization relative to the bulk. An iron atom at the (118) surface has only two missing nearest neighbors; its projected bandwidth is intermediate between the bulk and the (100) surface atoms, and so is its magnetization. The conclusion to be drawn is that elemental surfaces increase the magnetic moment of atoms as compared with the bulk: the more missing neighbors, the higher the local magnetization. 
